The Future of Compliance –
Should Travel Managers
Loosen or Tighten Policy?
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A survey of 305 buyer members of the
Association of Corporate Travel Executives
found that most believe their travel policy is
effective today and will be equally effective
two years from now. If they are going to
make changes, it will be to make the policy
tougher, not more relaxed.
For this white paper, we also interviewed
three travel buyers with different attitudes
towards the question of whether travel policy
needs to be transformed. As will be seen,
one interviewee expressed views broadly in
line with the survey findings, while the other
two have a more reformist attitude.
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Introduction

There can be little argument which is the biggest debate in travel management in 2012. A growing number of experts are predicting the emergence of what
is sometimes labeled Travel Management 2.0. According to this theory, mobile technology and social
media will make young, tech-savvy employees ignore
the company travel program to book trips through
websites and tools of their own choosing. As a result,
travel policy will be unable to hold back the waves of
change. Instead of trying to enforce compliance, the
theory goes, companies should start dismantling the
rules that tell travelers what they can book and how
they can book it.
One voice that has sometimes been missing from
this debate is that of the travel managers themselves.
Do they think travel policy is under threat and that
they need to start relaxing the rules? This white paper
attempts to answer such questions. We surveyed
ACTE buyer members on the subject and received a
remarkable 305 responses.
Their replies make an extremely important contribution to thinking on the future of travel policy. Very
simply, ACTE buyers are convinced their policies work
well today and will work equally well in the future.
In spite of all that has been said and written, they see
few signs of employee resistance. Far more buyers
expect to add more rules to their policy than those
who expect to reduce the number of rules.

Unambiguous as these results seem to be, it is not
quite the end of the story. Respondents were also
asked to suggest ways of improving compliance, and
most of their ideas were less authoritarian, aimed
mainly at communicating the benefits of policy and
ensuring rules are fair for travelers. We also interviewed experts who think change is coming. Interviewees included two travel buyers who pointed to
new tools, which aggregate data regardless of booking channel, as fundamental game-changers. The final
section of the white paper brings together all the interviewees’ (sometimes conflicting) ideas for boosting compliance, along with those of the survey respondents.

Exclusive ACTE survey
All ACTE buyer members were invited to participate
in the online survey, which took place in August
2012. There were 305 responses. Nearly half of
respondents’ companies (46%) spend 10 to 100 million U.S. dollars each year on worldwide travel,
with the rest evenly split between those who spend
above that range (28%) and those who spend below
it (26%). Most respondents have their global headquarters in North America (61%), while 25% are
based in Europe and the rest are dispersed among
all other regions. For more information, please see
page 6, charts 1 and 2.
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1 How much does your company spend globally on
travel each year?
Total: 100%

26% less than
10 million U.S. dollars

28% more than
100 million U.S. dollars

46% 10 million U.S. dollars
— 100 million U.S. dollars

2 Where are the global headquarters of your
company?
Total: 100%

2% Middle East
3% Oceania

2% Africa
1% Latin America

6% Asia

26% Europe

60% North America
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Executive Summary
The Revolution is Cancelled

A survey of 305 buyer members of the Association of
Corporate Travel Executives found that most believe
their travel policy is effective today and will be equally
effective two years from now. If they are going to
make changes, it will be to make the policy tougher,
not more relaxed.

Compliance today –
it ain’t broke, so don’t fix it
Only 14% of buyers are dissatisfied with compliance
with their current policy, with another 1% very dissatisfied. Among companies spending more than
100 million U.S. dollars per year on travel, only 6%
are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied.
For more information, please see chart 8, page 15.
In spite of much discussion about pressure from
travelers to book trips independently, buyers say
employees are becoming more compliant, not less.
No fewer than 53% have experienced greater compliance over the past two years, while only 8% have
seen compliance diminish.
For more information, please see chart 9, page 15.

Compliance tomorrow –
no problems anticipated
Buyers do not expect a problem in the near future
either. Only 15% anticipate less compliance two
years from now, while 48% think it will improve.
However, answers to a more detailed question
suggest buyers are not quite as confident as they
initially appear.
For more information, please see chart 10, page 17.

Once buyers are invited to contemplate the effect of
social media and changing traveler attitudes, more
of them do identify challenges, with 15% saying these
factors are making travelers less compliant today
and another 26% believing they will reduce compliance in the future. Not all are pessimistic: 28% think
the emerging trends will help make travelers more
compliant.
For more information, please see chart 12, page 17.

Employers will get tougher
on policy
It has been suggested that companies will have to
respond to potential non-compliance by easing their
policy rules. However, only 8% of survey respondents
expect their travel policy to have fewer rules two
years from now. On the contrary, 32% predict more
rules for their policy, while 60% expect no change.
For more information, please see chart 11, page 17.
Buyers were given six options for how they might
improve compliance in the future. Of the six choices,
the two that might be described as “authoritarian”
received the most support: punishing non-compliance more heavily (43%) and making more rules/
mandating recommended rules (38%). Ideas for
giving travelers more choice were less popular. Increased flexibility over choice of booking channel
(36%) was well-supported, but there was much less
enthusiasm for flexibility of booking channel (25%),
making mandatory elements of policy recommended
(18%) or flexibility of payment method (7%).
For more information, please see chart 14, page 18.
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Best Practice
Different Philosophies
for Future Policies

As part of the same question above, buyers were
asked to suggest ideas of their own for improving
compliance. Most suggestions were neither revolutionary nor authoritarian but intended to make existing policy more effective in a non-disciplinarian
way. Based on these answers and extensive interviews with travel managers and other industry experts, the following recommendations on policy compliance emerged. The ideas are grouped into three
broad philosophies for policy management, although
they are not wholly exclusive of each other.
Revolutionary measures
(embracing loosening restrictions on what and how
travelers book)
> Establish price caps per trip and remove all
or most other booking restrictions
> Investigate data aggregation technology that can
capture employees’ reservation information, even
if they book on unauthorized websites
> Ensure data capture by keeping at least one relevant policy rule, e.g. insisting all payments are made
through the authorized corporate payment provider
> Persuade suppliers to apply corporate discounts
no matter how travelers book with them
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> Watch the market closely for innovations affecting
compliance management
> Set up your own app store with links to approved
or recommended travel-related apps on your company travel portal
Authoritarian measures
(tightening policy rules and/or enforcement)
> Use emerging “open booking” technology to
detect and block employee reservations on unauthorized websites
> Mandate rules that are currently recommended
> Punish rule-breakers, otherwise there is no point
in having rules
> Enlist senior management support for tough
action against non-compliance
Refining measures
(making existing policy more effective, generally
through better use of technology and communication)
> Make policy fit for purpose by ensuring rules meet
the needs of employees as well as the employer
> Don’t say no if you don’t need to. For example, allow travelers to accept upgrades marketed directly
by airlines if they pay the difference themselves

> Customize policy for different travelers by adapting policy to their profile, e.g. being more generous
to frequent travelers
> Market your travel program by promoting to travelers why it benefits them as well as the business
> Use social media to communicate to travelers via
the tools they use every day. Social media are excellent for gaining feedback too
> Deliver point-of-sale messages through mobile
texting to guide travelers to in-policy choices during
their trip
> Consider gamification to incentivize compliant
booking behavior
> Improve your official booking tool by asking
travelers why they aren’t using it and then raising
the issue with your supplier
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ACTE Buyer Survey
The Revolution is Cancelled

AirPlus International and ACTE surveyed the ACTE
travel buyer membership for their views on:
> how effective their policies are today
> whether policy compliance is threatened by
new technology and changing traveler attitudes
> whether companies will need to loosen their
policy rules in the future.

3 Does your company have a travel policy?
Total: 100%

1% No
99% Yes

What policies look like today
Do you have a policy?
Today, a managed travel program without a travel policy is almost unthinkable. All but 1% of respondents
said their company has a policy.
For more information, please see chart 3.
What is in the policy?
For more information, please see page 12, chart 5.
The four major requirements
When asked what is in their travel policy, almost all
companies listed the same four elements. Top of the
list is a specification of class of travel (99%), followed
by required booking channel (89%), requirement to
consider and/or book preferred suppliers (86%), and
required payment method (84%).

panies. For example, 97% of high-spending companies
specify booking channels, whereas the figure is only
72% for low-spending companies. The unsurprising implication is that companies that spend more on travel
are especially likely to have a heavily directive policy.
There are also differences between companies based
in Europe and North America (13% of respondents
were from other regions, but the numbers are considered too low to draw safe conclusions about trends in
other parts of the world). Generally, North Americans
include the four basic policy requirements more than
Europeans.

Between them, this quartet of requirements cover the
key objectives of most travel programs, including cost
control (all four), duty of care tracking (required booking channel), and data gathering (required payment
method and booking channel).

Pre-trip approval
Results are far lower and more varied for the other
four areas of policy outlined in the question. Pre-trip
approval, for example, is the most popular of this
chasing pack. It is used by 59% of respondents, and
is much more popular in Europe (74%) than North
America (47%).

The same four policy requirements are even more
common among the highest-spending companies
(more than 100 million U.S. dollars per year) than
medium-spending (10 to 100 million U.S. dollars) or
low-spending (less than 10 million U.S. dollars) com-

Expense reporting
Conversely, North American companies (64%) are far
more likely to require use of an automated expense
reporting tool than European ones (40%). There is also
a major split according to size of travel spend (75%
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4 Is your policy mandatory or recommended?
Total: 100%

6 Does your company monitor compliance with
policy?
Total: 100%

4% None of it is
mandatory

37% Completely
mandatory

11% Mostly
non-mandatory

8% No
92% Yes

48% Mostly
mandatory

5 Which of the following are covered in your policy?*
In percent

86

99

89

84

44

54

59

56

Requirement
to consider
and/or book
preferred
suppliers

Class of
travel

Required
booking
channel(s)

Payment
method

Price caps
(e.g. maximum amount
that can be
spent on accommodation in each
city)

Requirement to consider and/
or preferably book alternatives to
travel (e.g.
video-conferencing)

Requirement to
seek pretrip approval

Requirement to use
automated
expense reporting tool

* Select all applicable answers
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Nearly all companies
(92%) say they monitor
compliance with policy.

for big spenders, 55% for medium spenders and 35%
for small spenders). The simple conclusion is that
large North American corporations are the typical
type of business to deploy expense tools.
Booking travel alternatives
Requiring travelers to consider and/or preferably
book alternatives to travel (e.g. video-conferencing) is
more common in Europe (66%) than North America
(50%). This too is unsurprising given that sustainability is generally a more common strategic commitment
in Europe. Similarly, the requirement is much greater
among big spenders (73%) than medium (53%) or
small (37%) spenders. One likely reason is that larger
companies are more likely to be publicly quoted,
which in some countries places a greater obligation
on them to report on sustainability to shareholders.
Price caps
A transatlantic discrepancy emerges yet again when
it comes to specifying price caps – the maximum
amount that travelers can spend in each city. In Europe, 54% set price caps, but in North America, only
35% do so. Deployment of price caps is an important
topic for this white paper. Some experts predict that

future policies may include few rules about how travel
is booked, or which suppliers are chosen, so long as
the cost of the trip does not exceed a specified limit.
Enforcement – is policy mandated?
Companies questioned in this survey manage their
policies robustly. Mandating is much more common
than merely recommending. Almost half (48%) say
their policy is mostly mandatory, while another 38%
categorize it as completely mandatory.
For more information, please see chart 4.
Enforcement issues – is the policy mandated?
Nearly all companies (92%) say they monitor compliance with policy. The figure is marginally higher for big
and medium spenders than small spenders. A reasonable question is, why would companies have a policy if
they did not monitor it? One respondent wrote: “Our
problem is that the policy states ‘mandatory’ but until
now no one has monitored or measured compliance.
If no one cares, people will do what they please.”
For more information, please see chart 6.
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7 What steps do you take to deal with non-compliance?*
In percent

58

53

15

58

51

26

3

Warning
travelers
before they
travel that
they are noncompliant

Warning
travelers
after they
travel that
they are noncompliant

Blocking the
booking

Informing
travelers’
line
managers

Informing
senior
management

Non-reimbursement
of noncompliant
spend

None

* Select all applicable answers

What steps are taken to deal with non-compliance?
Only 3% of companies take no action against travelers who fail to comply with policy, but there is no consistency in the steps they do take. However, one clear
pattern emerges: communicative actions are much
more common than directly punitive actions.
For more information, please see chart 7.
The most common responses are all communicative,
led by warning travelers they are non-compliant before their trip and informing their line managers (both
58%). Next most common are warning travelers of
non-compliance after their trip (53%) and informing
senior management (51%).
When it comes to punitive options, only 26% refuse to
reimburse non-compliant spend, while 15% block noncompliant bookings. Curiously, although the general
trend is for big spenders to deploy communicative options more often than lesser spenders, the results are
mixed for punitive actions. Big spenders are much more
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8 How satisfied are you with the level of policy
compliance among your travelers?
Total: 100%

9 How do you think policy compliance levels
have changed among travelers in your company
over the past two years?
Total: 100%

1% Very dissatisﬁed
14% Dissatisﬁed

16% Very
satisﬁed

69% Satisﬁed

likely to block bookings (20%, compared with 14% of
medium spenders and 11% of small spenders), but
smaller spenders are more likely to refuse reimbursement (31%) than medium (22%) or big spenders (27%).

8% Travelers today
are less compliant
than they were two
years ago

53% Travelers
today are more
compliant than
they were two
years ago

39% Travelers today
are equally as
compliant as they
were two years ago

go a long way to explaining why buyers are resistant
to new ideas about dismantling policies that are considered below.
For more information, please see chart 8.

As a whole, the results reveal most companies could
get much tougher on non-compliance if they chose to.
That in turn raises the question why they do not already deploy directly punitive options. One answer
may be that companies believe forbidding all noncompliance fails to give travelers the flexibility they
need to make the right travel choices for the business.
This observation is the starting point for recent theories that companies will ultimately benefit if they grant
travelers more flexibility to manage their own travel.
How good are compliance levels?
Buyers clearly believe the situation “ain’t broke” and
therefore does not need fixing. An overwhelming
69% are satisfied with compliance in their company
and another 16% are very satisfied. Only 1% are very
dissatisfied, while 14% are dissatisfied. These figures

Generally, it is the biggest spenders who are happiest
about compliance levels, with 94% satisfied or very
satisfied, compared with 82% of medium spenders
and 83% of smaller spenders.
Another reason buyers are resistant to ideas about
change is that they have not identified any growth
in non-compliance by travelers. In fact, the exact
opposite is true, with 53% saying travelers are more
compliant than two years ago. Another 39% believe
compliance levels have not changed during that
time, while only 8% think compliance has diminished. Larger companies in particular believe compliance is improving rather than deteriorating.
For more information, please see chart 9.
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High-spending companies are
particularly optimistic about
improving compliance (62%).

What policies will look like tomorrow
How good will compliance levels be in the future?
Only 15% of buyers anticipate less compliance two
years from now. On the contrary, nearly half (48%)
believe travelers will become more compliant, while
37% expect no change. High-spending companies are
particularly optimistic about improving compliance
(62%), compared with 45% of medium spenders and
39% of small spenders.
For more information, please see chart 10.
What effect will technology have on compliance?
However, answers to a more detailed question suggest buyers are not completely confident about
maintaining compliance. Asked what effect mobile
technology, social media and changing traveler
attitudes are having on policy, 15% say it is already
making travelers less compliant and another 26%
think it will make them less compliant in the future.
Weighed against that view, 32% expect no change,

while 28% see an opportunity to make travelers more
compliant, not less, presumably by using mobile
messaging to promote policy-compliant spending
choices while traveling.
For more information, please see chart 12.
Perhaps the central challenge is whether it is possible
to keep everyone happy: is it feasible to devise a travel program that meets the needs of travelers while
helping travel managers meet key objectives such as
duty of care and cost control? The answer to this survey question, with 86% believing mobile technology
will produce a win-win situation, implies a utopian solution is attainable. However, the confidence demonstrated in this answer may simply reflect aspirational
thinking rather than carefully considered practical
conclusions. A win-win situation sounds great, but
can it really be achieved?
For more information, please see chart 13.
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10 What do you think will happen to compliance
levels over the next two years?

11 Over the next two years, what changes do you
plan to make to your policy?

Total: 100%

Total: 100%

15% Travelers two
years from today will
be less compliant
than they are
today

48% Travelers
two years from
today will be
more compliant
than they are
today

8% The travel policy
will have fewer rules
than it does today

37% Travelers two
years from today will
equally as compliant
as they are today

32% The travel
policy will have
more rules than
it does today

60% The travel
policy will
remain about
the same

12 Some travel experts say mobile technology,
social media and changing traveler attitudes are
making it harder to maintain policy compliance.
What is your opinion?
Total: 100%

13 Do you agree or disagree with the following
statement: Clever use of mobile technology will be
a win-win. It will boost policy compliance for travel
managers and at the same time improve flexibility
and convenience for travelers.
Total: 100%

32% They will
not lead to any
signiﬁcant change

26% They are not yet
making travelers LESS
compliant, but they
will in the future

27% These
factors will make
travelers MORE
compliant

15% They are
already making
travelers LESS
compliant

14% No
86% Yes
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14 How should travel managers reform their company policy to improve compliance?*
In percent

38

43

18

36

25

7

Make more
rules and/or
make more
existing rules
mandatory

Punish noncompliance
more heavily

Make
mandatory
elements of
the policy
recommended
instead

Be more
flexible
about
choices of
preferred
supplier

Be more
flexible
about choice
of booking
channel

Be more
flexible
about choice
of payment
method

* Select all applicable answers

Will companies relax their policies?
The win-win situation described above entails creating greater flexibility and convenience for travelers.
Presumably this thinking would require companies to
relax their policies in practice, for example by ceasing
to insist that travelers use preferred suppliers or official booking channels. Once again, however, ACTE
buyers reject this vision, which suggests they have
not yet formulated a consistent philosophy around
the future of policy. Only 8% believe their travel policy
will have fewer rules than today. The majority (60%)
expect their policy to remain about the same, but 32%
go even further, predicting they will have even more
rules than today.

How will companies improve compliance in
the future?
The answers to this question provide even more evidence that buyers intend to make policy tougher, not
the opposite. Presented with a range of options for
improving compliance in the future, the most popular
choice is to punish non-compliance more heavily
(43%). Furthermore, 38% think they will have to make
more rules and/or make more of their existing rules
mandatory. In both cases, big spenders are significantly more enthusiastic about a crackdown than
smaller spenders.

For more information, please see page 17, chart 11.

All the options suggested for liberalizing policy receive less support. The most popular idea is to show
greater flexibility about choices of preferred supplier
(36%), hinting that this is one area where companies
may be prepared to compromise in the future. However, support drops away rapidly for the other liberal

For more information, please see chart 14.
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15 What do you think would happen to travel costs
at your company if you changed policy so that the
only rule was spend per trip must be within a set
budget?

16 On balance, do you think travelers in your
company would welcome this light-touch policy
approach?
Total: 100%

Total: 100%

25% No
23% Overall costs
would go down

43% Overall
costs would
go up

75% Yes

34% Overall costs
would be the same

ideas: flexibility about choice of booking channel
(25%), making mandatory elements of the policy recommended (18%) and flexibility about choice of payment method (7%). The exceptionally low enthusiasm
for this last idea implies that a stable payment channel is perceived as the heart of any travel management strategy, owing to its ability to guarantee data.
Respondents were invited to suggest their own ideas
for improving compliance. As mentioned, two of the
six listed options could be labeled as authoritarian
and four as liberal. Generally, respondents’ proposals
could be described as neither authoritarian nor liberal
but somewhere in between – an attempt to make
existing policy structures work better. The ideas proposed by buyers will be discussed in Section 3.

Are price caps a good idea?
It has been suggested that in the future, the only policy rule will be that spend per trip must be within a set
budget. Given the overwhelmingly conservative views
expressed so far, one might expect this idea to be dismissed by survey respondents, but in fact their opinions are mixed. While 43% believe the proposal would
push up overall costs, 34% think it would make no difference, while 23% expect overall costs would fall.
For more information, please see chart 15.
There is also acknowledgement that a move of this
kind would be popular with employees: 75% of buyers
say travelers would welcome it.
For more information, please see chart 16.
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The older ones contact me to say:
“I can’t log on”. The younger ones
ask questions like: “Can I get the
tool on my iPad?”
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Cases For and Against
Loosening Travel Policy
Expert Interviews

For this white paper, we also interviewed three travel
buyers with different attitudes towards the question
of whether travel policy needs to be transformed. As
will be seen, one interviewee expressed views broadly
in line with the survey findings, while the other two
have a more reformist attitude. Yet in spite of these
differences, all three agree on two basic points:
> more effort must be made to make policy more
flexible for travelers
> it remains essential to retain some control over
travelers, especially so that they can be tracked in
emergencies.
In addition to the buyer interviews, this section also
contains the opinion of a specialist writer on accounts
payable. She believes that, for accounting reasons,
companies are tightening policies, not loosening them.

Name: Abdelaziz Bougja
Company: Veolia Environnement
Title: Corporate Transport Director
Location: Paris, France
Why “open booking” is not viable
Bougja believes open booking (allowing travelers to
book through any distribution channel) would fail to
meet obligations towards both the company and the
traveler.
Lack of oversight
Veolia spends more than 120 million U.S. dollars
each year on travel. “We need a process with a clear
policy,” Bougja says. “If 40,000 employees organize
their own bookings, we cannot know where they are.”
He views his company’s travel program as being supported by a complex system of intermediaries, including a travel management company, global distribution
systems and payment providers. Benefits include, for

example, the loading of negotiated corporate pricing
into the GDSs, which would be lost by maverick booking. Deviant bookings through unauthorized channels
would destroy the network and therefore destroy the
travel program, such as the ability to negotiate
discounted prices with suppliers.
Failure of duty of care
Above all, Bougja is concerned that multiple booking
channels would compromise his company’s ability to
track travelers in the event of a terrorist attack, epidemic or other emergency. Uncertainty about the location
of travelers would create insurance and liability issues.
Veolia often sends employees to developing nations,
so a standardized reservations process is also necessary to create alerts about necessary vaccinations.
Higher process costs
Bougja believes a little-considered disadvantage of
open booking is the process inefficiencies it would
cause. At present, payment and accounting for air
bookings are a highly efficient process at Veolia.
Reservations are made via the company booking tool
or TMC and paid for via a centrally billed account
(lodge card). From there, a single invoice is uploaded
into the company’s accounting system. Independent
booking by travelers would lead to a proliferation of
invoices, more work for accounts payable and considerably higher back-office costs.
There is no need for open booking
Compliance at Veolia is 95% and, says Bougja, “there
is no sign at all of resistance” to the existing process.
Travelers are able to book quickly and easily.
Why more control means more flexibility
In spite of the high level of compliance, Bougja is not
complacent. He is eager to make policy as accommodating as possible for travelers, but believes the path
to flexibility lies in narrowing booking channel options,
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not widening them. By ensuring all bookings flow
through the TMC and booking tool to the central
billing account, this gives Veolia full data insight into
how and when employees travel.
Based on this detailed information, the company can
refine policy to each traveler’s needs, for example by
allowing employees who travel frequently to fly in
business class on trips of more than four hours,
whereas those who travel less often would fly business class on trips of more than six hours. Policy variations can also be made according to the destination, such as allowing higher-grade accommodation in
Africa and other emerging markets.

Name: Jennifer Steinke
Company: US Foods
Title: Director, Corporate Travel,
Meetings & Expense
Location: Arizona, United States
Major changes are on their way
“Very few travel managers are ready for it, but they
are wrong if they think the landscape won’t change
in the next two years,” says Steinke. She cites two
linked factors as what she calls “game-changers:”
mobile technology and the growing technical capability of the workforce. Steinke has observed that travelers often check fares on several websites before
making their reservation through the official booking
tool. They find this process inefficient, and would
prefer instead to book through the consumer sites
they are looking at anyway.
Steinke also notes the contrast between queries from
older travelers about the company booking tool and
those from younger travelers. “The older ones contact me to say: ‘I can’t log on’. The younger ones ask
questions like: ‘Can I get the tool on my iPad?’ ‘Can I

use the app that I like?’ and ‘Can I book elsewhere?’”,
she says. As far as Steinke is concerned, younger
travelers live in a much more connected world, comfortable with multiple technologies and only prepared
to tolerate the official technology if it is demonstrably
better than the others.
Employees have always searched for better fares than
those offered through official channels and been
quick to point them out to travel managers. Often,
they are wrong, because the cheaper fares employees find fail to take extras charges into account or
carry much less flexible conditions. However, Steinke
believes it is no longer possible to dismiss travelers’
views in this way. “Travelers do know better now,” she
says. “They have the tools to hand.” She believes they
can also be trusted to make the best buying decisions
for their company.
It is particularly striking that US Foods is not a digital
commerce company, where these attitudes are
commonly thought to be more prevalent among the
workforce than in the traditional economy. US Foods
is a provider of food ingredients and cooked dishes
to hotels, restaurants and public sector institutions.
What needs to happen next
“We have to figure out what travelers are asking for
and then develop a process to meet those needs, and
our own ones,” says Steinke. “We need to know
where they have booked for those times when they
need us. I would never suggest a free-for-all.” In principle, therefore, she wants travelers to have a freer
choice in the channels they use to book their trips,
but only if the data from those reservations can be
collected and consolidated by a central data aggregator. “If a traveler buys a ticket for 441 dollars, I don’t
care if they booked it through our booking tool or
direct from the airline, but I do need to know they are
spending 441 dollars,” she says.
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How the new model can be achieved
Steinke is moving her travel program towards this
goal in two phases:
> Phase 1 started in September 2012. Offline bookings are now handled by in-house staff, with travel
management company involvement limited to technical fulfillment of reservations. US Foods is building a data repository to aggregate its booking and
card data. Using artificial intelligence, Steinke’s
team is consolidating data from these different
sources to calculate a cost for each trip, including
not only the air fare but costs incurred during the
trip, such as meals. Each trip will be allocated a
unique identifying number.
> Phase 2 will start once enough data has been collected to understand typical costs per trip for different destinations. The company will use the data
to set realistic price caps for each trip. The unique
trip identifiers will make it possible to check whether traveler spend falls within the price caps.
Once this spend control mechanism is in place, US
Foods expects to allow travelers to book through
alternative distribution channels so long as the reservation information can be fed back to the company’s
data repository. Steinke has been giving expert input
to the development of a technology tool aimed at
putting into practice the theory of creating controls
around an open booking environment. Called TripLink,
and developed by a company called GDSX, it creates
a centralized trip repository that takes feeds not only
from corporate booking tools but also from itineraries
and confirmations emailed to the tool by travelers if
they book independently.
TripLink was launched in June 2012 and Steinke is
hopeful it will change the way travel is managed to
meet the needs of both employer and employee.
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We should point out
benefits all the way
along the path.

Name: Lori O’Connell
Company: PricewaterhouseCoopers
Title: US Travel, Meeting & Event Services Leader
Location: Florida, United States
Major changes are on their way
“What is making us pause to reflect is the emergence
of mobility along with new ways to capture data,”
says O’Connell. “The average age of our travelers is
27. They are very accustomed to smart phones and
tablets, and they want more independence in how
they manage their own travel. If we want to be an
employer of choice, we have to think how to allow
travelers to do things differently so we can mitigate
the hardship of being on the road and enable them
to conduct business more efficiently.”
How change will happen
O’Connell has a vision similar to the one US Foods
has started to execute. “Three years down the line,
our travel program may be about making sure corporate discounts are available beyond our usual
booking channels and aggregating the booking
information regardless of how the reservation is
made,” says O’Connell. “I think pressure will build

to support this behaviour. It would be a mistake to
remain stuck in the current position of requiring
travelers to use the official booking channel and
comply with a rigid policy. I’m thinking more about
the carrot than the stick.”
O’Connell has various “carrot” techniques in mind.
She starts from a position that travelers want to do
the right thing for their company but are not always
sure what “the right thing” is. Nor are they prepared to search for the guidance they need in a policy
manual. Instead, relevant policy needs to be communicated at point of sale, and throughout the life
cycle of a trip. “There has to be point-of-sale messaging,” she says. “Most corporate booking tools
offer this today but it is not flexible or intuitive
enough. For example, if a traveler tries to book a
non-preferred hotel, I would like to see the tool
display a message saying: ‘Here’s a much better
choice for you. It is a hotel which meets your requirements, provides a high discount and additional
amenities.’ It would require booking tools to leverage traveler profiles way beyond the details they
analyze today like aisle seat preferences and frequent-flyer numbers.”
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On-trip mobile messaging interventions will also
become more commonplace, according to O’Connell.
By combining GPS positioning and trip itinerary information, it is possible to send a message to a traveler
arriving at New York LaGuardia Airport, telling them
which transport option they should choose to transfer to Manhattan. Similarly, when the traveler arrives
at a hotel, a message could be sent recommending
they dine in the hotel restaurant because the company has negotiated a discount, and to remind them
that access is included in their room rate. “We should
point out benefits all the way along the path,” says
O’Connell. “Technology should be helping them to
make the right decisions.”
O’Connell is also investigating gamification, which
is the incentivization of good traveler behavior (for
example booking earlier to access lower fares) with
a points-based recognition system.
The view from accounts payable: policy must be
tightened, not loosened
Irrespective of the debate in travel management
circles, policies need to be tightened, not loosened,
for accounting reasons. That is the case in the USA
at least, according to Mary S. Schaeffer, publisher
and editor of the monthly publication Accounts Payable Now & Tomorrow. Schaeffer cites the following
reasons for this attitude:
Accountable plan status
In the USA, if companies do not document their
business travel and other expenses to an acceptable
level as set by the Internal Revenue Service, they
risk losing their accountable plan status. Losing this
status would make expenses treatable as taxable
compensation, which few companies or their employees would welcome. According to Schaeffer,
part of the documentation requirement is that companies collect receipts and other documentation for

company funds spent. They must also document the
names, titles and business relationships of anyone
for whom they purchase a meal or other entertainment. This process could be jeopardized if, as has
been suggested, companies were to allow travelers
carte blanche in their booking so long as they do not
exceed a price cap. Even if companies issue guidelines for what they expect traveling employees to
spend, they must still obtain documentation, typically in the form of receipts.
Exceeding CONUS per diem limits
The U.S. General Services Administration sets per
diem limits for travel, known as CONUS. If companies
set their per diems above the CONUS limits, that too
has adverse tax reporting implications for businesses
and their employees. In fact, the accounting is so
complicated that companies reimbursing at rates
higher than CONUS are advised to avoid per diembased reimbursement completely.
Fraud concerns
The IRS requires companies to provide receipts for all
expenditure above 75 U.S. dollars. This level was set
in 1995, yet most companies have set a much lower
limit. According to Schaeffer, US businesses are increasingly making their internal requirements more
stringent as part of a crackdown on fraud. Some, for
example, have lowered the receipt limit from 25 to 10
dollars, while others are insisting on receipts for all
expenses.
There is also concern in the accounts payable community about the potential for fraud if travelers can
avoid accounting for expenses by spending within a
cap. As an example, if a company issues a receipt
requirement for all expenses of 25 dollars and over,
there is a spike in expense claims for items costing
around 24.50 dollars.
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Recommendations for Improving Policy
ACTE Buyers Share Experience

If buyers want to make travel policy more effective
than today, how can they do so? The responses to
the ACTE survey plus interviews with travel managers
and other experts for this white paper have produced
numerous suggestions. They are reproduced here,
arranged into three philosophical categories:
Revolutionary – Embracing the general concept of
loosening restrictions on what and how travelers book
Authoritarian – Tightening policy rules and/or
enforcement
Refining – Making existing policy more effective,
generally through better use of technology and
communication.
The three categories should not be considered as
exclusive methodologies, because the same buyer
might find useful ideas in each of them. It would also
be unsafe to assume one philosophy is always right
and another always wrong. Prevailing company culture
will play a large role in determining the appropriate
overall strategy. For example, introducing revolutionary measures to employees accustomed to a strong
command-and-control structure could be disastrous,
whereas an authoritarian policy crackdown at a company with a flat, autonomous management structure
might cause employees to look for a job elsewhere.

Revolutionary measures
Establish price caps
Remove restrictions on how and what travelers book,
so long as their total trip cost falls beneath a set limit.
Investigate data aggregation technology
According to one survey respondent, employers need
to be more “flexible about booking channels if we
can still track travelers and still receive contracted
discounts.” Is this goal achievable? Data tools are
emerging that claim to aggregate booking data from
travelers’ PCs even if they make the reservation on
unauthorized websites. The same technology can pop
up a warning that the booking is non-compliant and
provide a link to the company’s approved online booking channel with the trip details already inserted. If
the traveler refuses to switch to the approved channel, the tool will collect the booking data from the nonapproved channel instead.
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Always keep a record
A simple option for allowing open booking is to ensure
at least one policy rule remains to ensure data capture.
For example, insist travelers always use their corporate
card, or that they forward their independently booked
email confirmations to the company’s preferred TMC.

Set up your own app store
Create a portal on the company intranet providing
links for downloading approved or recommended
travel-related apps.

Authoritarian measures
Renegotiate with suppliers
Try to reach agreement that corporate discounts will
be applied, no matter how an air ticket or hotel room
is booked. However, radical loosening of policy would
almost inevitably lead to corporate clients giving less
of their total spend to preferred suppliers. Consequently, clients might have to expect reduced discounts in return.
Watch the market closely
Developments around open booking are being announced constantly, so monitor the trade press to
see if any innovations might cause you to review your
travel program. Also keep an eye on what travel
managers are doing at companies in similar sectors
or with similar corporate cultures.

Tools that monitor open booking may be relevant
to you too
Some of the new tools for capturing open booking
data (e.g. KDS Maverick) can conversely be used for
tougher policy enforcement. If installed on travelers’
company desktops or laptops, they can detect and
block bookings made through airline websites and
other unauthorized channels.
Mandate, don’t recommend
For companies that believe they need to get tougher
with employees, the starting point is to mandate rules.
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Walk the talk
There is no point having rules if no action is taken
against those rule-breakers. Few companies today
block bookings or refuse to reimburse non-compliant
spend, so it may make sense to impose these
measures, although they can arguably restrict
travelers’ decision-making too far.
Improve management support for punishing
non-compliance
Several survey respondents noted that unless senior
managers endorse tough action, it is difficult to
prevent non-compliance. Travel buyers must ensure
they deliver clear non-compliance reporting to senior
management – and, as one respondent noted, it helps
if senior managers book compliantly themselves.

Refining measures
Make policy fit for purpose
Numerous survey respondents emphasized the
importance of constantly reviewing policy to ensure
it meets the needs of the employee as well as the
employer. If, for example, they are forced to use
preferred suppliers they do not like, non-compliant
behavior will be much more likely.
Don’t say no if you don’t need to
Travelers are increasingly the target of direct marketing offers from suppliers. Try to be flexible in response.
For example, allow travelers to accept upgrades if
they are prepared to pay out of their own pockets.
Customize policy for different travelers
Use detailed data to adapt policy to each traveler’s
profile, e.g. a more generous policy for more frequent
travelers.
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Market the benefits of the program
Promote the benefits of the travel program not only for
the company but even more importantly for the travelers themselves. Examples include the ability to track
travelers in an emergency and having enough budget
funds to put them in high-standard accommodation
thanks to the negotiation of discounted rates with preferred hotels. Use professional marketing techniques
to back your communications, e.g. track the direct effect specific marketing messages have on compliance.

Deliver point-of-sale policy messages
In addition to pop-up out-of-policy warnings on unauthorized websites (see above), point-of-sale messaging is available through mobile texting, e.g. texting
travelers on arrival at an airport about a preferred
taxi supplier.

Use social media to communicate
Messages about program and policy are most effective if they are delivered in the media used by your
travelers. For younger employees, this will mean social
media. They are also good forums for two-way communication. Use social media as listening posts to
learn more, for example, about which preferred suppliers your travelers do and don’t like.

Improve your official booking tool
If travelers are ignoring the official booking tool to
use other channels, find out why, and talk to your tool
provider about how you can improve the service.

Gamification
Introduce online incentive schemes to reward compliant behavior.
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